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Keep your heat treat equipment running its best

Heat Treat Equipment Inspections



 

 

CUSTOM-TAILORED TO YOUR SPECIFIC HEAT TREAT FURNACE LINE

When was the last time your heat treating equipment was examined for condition and functionality?  
Is it operating in accordance with the latest quality standards?  Well maintained and inspected furnace 
equipment can operate trouble-free for years, or even decades.  To prolong the life of your heat treat 
equipment and ensure up-to-date safety operations, schedule an AFC-Holcroft certified hot and cold 
equipment inspection.  Inspections can catch small issues before they develop into costly repairs and can 
take place during scheduled downtimes to avoid disruption to your day-to-day operations.  The cost is 
reasonable, often far lower than even a short period of unexpected downtime.

As part of the service, AFC-Holcroft offers comprehensive inspection reports to document furnace 
equipment vitals, helping you keep track of your equipment’s condition from year to year, which aids 
predictive maintenance.  Additionally, the report will include documented photos and recommendations, 
such as maintenance tasks or repairs. 
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www.afc-holcroft.com

Contact AFC-Holcroft today to learn how we can evaluate and recommend cost-effective 
solutions for your heat treat equipment.

Hot Inspection
Includes studies such as thermal imaging of        
components and furnace case, smooth operation of 
mechanics, alarm history, material handling, com-
bustion tests, and more.

Cold Inspection
Will include an examination of refractory, alloy     
components, furnace interior components, material 
handling, operation of mechanics, drive systems, 
and more.
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